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Abstract
The transient surface temperature of particles within a packed bed was simulated to
enable ultimately the prediction of plasma-surface reactions at ultrahigh temperatures. The
motivation for the present study was along two fronts – the reactive infusion of liquid alloys at
ultrahigh temperatures to process metal matrix or ceramic matrix composites and the plasma
processing of materials to spike the surface temperatures to enable the formation of protective
oxidizing scales on ultrahigh ceramic composites.

The transient temperature simulations

determined that a graphite crucible containing B4C spherical particles heated from 298 to 2128 K
and 2504 K occurred in about 900 s. After placing a Hf disk on top of the packed bed, a thermal
steady-state condition was reached in 900 s when the disk attained 2231 . With a Zr disc
replacing Hf, a thermal steady-state condition was reached in 900 s attaining 1855 . This
resulted because Hf and Zr have similar heat transfer coefficients and because above 1000 ,
radiation is the main method of heat transfer. Even though the system with Hf was heated to a
higher temperature, it took about the same time for both systems to reach steady-state. A
parabolic behavior was seen at starting times since the temperature difference was greater. As
time progressed, the temperature gradient became linear until reaching steady-state.

The

temperature spike for both Zr and Hf caused a sharp temperature gradient within approximately
0.3 cm, which could be significant in controlling the precipitation of phases (i.e., boride or
carbide) during processing.
The oxidation of Ti particles to rutile within a packed bed were also studied at a constant
temperature of 1700 , the concentration of Ti and TiO2 species were plotted. processing
temperature may cause a significant temperature gradient along the cross-section of the bed
depending on its content of reactive metals, the effects of temperature however, should be
simulated in future work.
The oxygen potential affects the plasma-surface reactions appear, as expected, though the
adsorption and desorption of oxygen becomes more difficult to assess with decreasing oxygen
vi

atmospheres. The error in predictability with decreasing oxygen partial pressures less than 10-6
atm may become problematic, because plasma-surface reactions may occur at oxygen potentials
less than 10-20 atm when processing elements from the Ti or rare earth metals family. The power
used to generate the plasma atmosphere influences the adsorption and desorption of oxygen
occurring on surfaces.

The adsorption and desorption of the oxygen depends on a rate-

determining step involving surface sites within a plasma atmosphere as similarly obtained for
oxygen interacting with surfaces without a plasma atmosphere.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1

Motivation
The motivation for the present study is along two fronts: 1) high temperature, even

ultrahigh temperature, materials; and 2) the use of plasma atmospheres for enhancing the
processing of the materials. Ceramic materials have become essential for applications where
strength and extreme temperatures are required, with their crystalline materials consisting usually
of an inorganic compound or composite with ranges of metal to non-metal ratios. Ultra-high
temperature ceramics (UHTC) is the name given to ceramics that can be used in extreme
conditions because of their resistance to high temperatures, chemical reactivity, and erosive
attack (Wuchina, Opila, Opeka, Fahrenholtz, & Talmy, 2007). Desired mechanics and oxidation
are obtained by optimizing processing techniques; the achievement of these desired properties is
normally through high temperature processing, and incorporating refractory materials, they have
melting temperatures higher than 1580

(Lukkassen & Meidell, 2007).

Most of UHTCs can be classified as borides, carbides, and nitrites of early transition
metals (Fahrenholtz, Vuchina, Lee, & Zhou, 2014). The work presented in this thesis will focus
on carbides due to their use in environments where high temperatures, reactive phases, and
erosion exist. The melting temperatures of carbides are usually maximized by the use of singlephase ceramics avoiding reactions, solution formation, and formation of eutectics (Fahrenholtz,
Vuchina, Lee, & Zhou, 2014). According to Fahrenholtz et al.(2014), densification of carbides
via hot pressing of commercially available powders proves sometimes difficult or impossible,
due to the high melting temperatures combined with low self-diffusion coefficients.
Plasma processing has been proven to be a promising alternative to conventional
processing of carbides.

Protective coatings can be prepared for a variety of industrial

applications; however research continues on plasma related techniques for large-scale material
processing applications.

Plasma can enhance etching, deposition, crosslinking, and

functionalization to modify the surface. Surface chemistry is an important aspect of reacting
1

flow that is often overlooked in modeling, because rate expressions for plasma-surface reactions
are more complex than surface reactions without a plasma atmosphere because of the possible
interactions of charged ions or charged vacant adsorption sites with the components of the fluid
phase. Smith (2010), lead developer of COMSOL plasma module states “Plasmas are perfect
examples of multiphysics problems because of their conductive assemblies of charged particles,
neutrals and electromagnetic fields interacting together in a very non-linear and complicated
way”.
The plasma atmosphere can be useful for processing materials to change surface
characteristics or apply coatings and for converting coal directly into power in
magentohydrodynamic (MHD) generator operating at temperatures greater than 1873 K. In both
cases, understanding the plasma-surface interactions along the interfaces of phases (i.e.,
plasma/solid and plasma/liquid) is clearly needed. For plasma processing, the plasma can be
categorized according to thermal and nonthermal plasma with the pressure of 10 kPa used as the
dividing parameter. At pressure < 10 kPa the electron and heavy particle temperatures are
equivalent, as explained by Boulos, Fauchais and Pfender (Boulos, Fauchais, & Pfender, 1994).
Whether the plasma is used or not, the materials must sustain temperatures greater than 1273 K.
For example, Natesan and Bakker (1980) described that slagging gasifiers may reach oxidizing
atmospheres in the range of

to

atm when operating at temperatures from 1000 to

1700 . As noted previously, MHD generators must use materials at temperatures greater than
1873 K and within a plasma atmosphere.
1.2

Objectives
With the desperate need to understand further the plasma-surface interactions of

inorganic materials, the goal of this work is to investigate computationally the temperature and
plasma effects on processing of carbides.


Determine the effect of the temperature gradient and electromagnetic field as a
result of the temperature spikes on pore surfaces;

2



Investigate the influence of a plasma atmosphere on surfaces, especially the
adsorption of oxygen which will react with carbon or carbide.

3

Chapter 2: Background
2.1

Introduction to Plasma
The prominence of plasma in technological developments has increased the level of

awareness of plasma processes. Industrial use of plasma began more than 100 years ago with
plasma sources used to produce light (Fridman, 2008).

Subsequently, a wide range of

technologies have developed with new plasma processes of novel materials, protective coatings,
water purification and microelectronics.
In recent years, plasma processing has evolved into nanotechnology sometimes using the
“dusty plasma” domain.

To fully optimize plasma reactors and plasma processes, the

understanding of detailed mechanisms, comprehension of reaction kinetics, and understanding of
the production of radicals or excited species are vital. Practical applications for industrial and
medical fields continue adapting to the growth of plasma processes and plasma chemistry
understanding. Devices such as cell phones and computers are a reality now thanks to plasmaenabled chemical processing equipment. Plasma applications bear tremendous importance in
numerous disciplinary areas such as mechanical, chemical, materials, electrical and
environmental engineering.
2.1.1 Plasma Matter
Plasma is referred to as the fourth state of matter, and it is estimated to constitute more
than 99% of the visible universe (Fridman, 2008). Fitzpatrick (Fitzpatrick, 2014) states that this
statement has the merit of being extremely flattering to plasma physics and quite impossible to
disprove (or verify). Plasma is an ionized gas having at least one electron that is not bound to an
atom or molecule, which converts the atoms or molecules into positively charged ions (Fridman,
2008). A justification for the title “fourth state of matter” can be given by the comparison of
molecular energy when matter transforms with increasing temperature from solid to liquid, liquid
to gas, and finally gas to plasma. Plasmas exist naturally but can also be produced effectively in
laboratories and in industry enabling vast applications such as thermonuclear synthesis, lasers
4

and electronics. Fridman (Fridman, 2008) states that plasma offers the following three major
features attracting chemistry, physics and engineering:
1. Temperatures of at least some plasma components and energy density can significantly
exceed those in conventional chemical technologies.
2. Plasmas are able to produce very high concentrations of energetic and chemically active
species (e.g., electrons, ions, atoms and radicals, excited states, and different wavelength
photons).
3. Plasma systems can essentially be far from thermodynamic equilibrium, providing
extremely high concentrations of the chemically active species and keeping bulk
temperature as low as room temperature.
According to Fridman (Fridman, 2008), these plasma features “permit significant intensification
of traditional chemical processes, essential increases of their efficiency, and often successful
stimulation of chemical reactions impossible in conventional chemistry”.
Natural occurring and man-made plasmas take place over a wide range of electron
temperatures, pressures, and electron densities. The most known natural plasma in Earth’s
atmosphere is lightning. Man-made plasmas can have temperatures ranging from slightly above
room temperature to high temperatures similar to the interior of stars. The electron densities can
span over 15 orders of magnitude but most plasmas that have practical importance have electron
temperatures of 1-20 eV. High temperatures are expressed in electron volts, where 1 eV is equal
to approximately 11,600 K, and dividing eV by the Boltzmann constant results in kelvin.
Plasmas can be categorized by the ratio of density of major charged species to that of
neutral gas, called ionization degree. Astrophysical or fusion plasmas are fully ionized and
electrons and ions interact with each other only through Coulomb forces, unlike industrial
plasmas which are partially ionized and are dominated by atomic and molecular processes
(Suryanarayana, 1999)

A very low degree of ionization is enough for a gas to exhibit

electromagnetic properties and behave as plasma (Krall & Trivelpiece, 1986). Conventional
ionization degrees are in the range of

-

. When the ionization degree is close to unity
5

the plasma is said to be completely ionized plasma; when the ionization degree is low, the
plasma is called weakly ionized plasma (Fridman, 2008)
2.1.2 Plasma Temperature
Temperature in plasma, as in any gas results from the average energies of its neutral and
charged particles and their related degrees of freedom. Plasma is said to be a multi-component
system where various temperatures are exhibited. In electric discharges which are common for
plasma generated in laboratories, the energy from the electric field is accumulated by the
electrons between collisions and, successively, transferred from the electrons to the heavy
particles (Fridman, 2008). The energy from the electric field is transferred to the electrons
during their mean free path, and through collisions with heavy particles only a small portion of
that energy is lost since electrons are much lighter than heavy particles. This is why the
temperature of heavy particles is initially lower than electron temperature in plasma.
Consequently, collisions of electrons with heavy particles called Joule heating equilibrate their
temperatures if time and energy are enough for equilibrium. Joule heating causes a temperature
difference between electrons and heavy neutral particles in collisional weakly ionized plasma
which is proportional to the square of the ratio of the electric field (E) to the pressure (p). The
temperatures of heavy particles and electrons approach each other only in the case of small
values of E/p meeting a basic requirement for local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) in plasma.
Other LTE conditions necessitate chemical equilibrium as well as restrictions on the gradients.
Several plasmas occur very far from thermodynamic equilibrium and are characterized by
multiple temperature ranges related to different plasma particles and different degrees of
freedom. The electron temperature frequently surpasses that of the heavy particles ( >> ). In
these non-equilibrium plasmas the ionization and chemical processes are determined by electron
temperature and are not so sensitive to thermal processes and the temperature of the gas. These
types of plasmas are called non-thermal plasma. The plasmas where ionization and chemical
processes are determined by temperature are called thermal plasma. Both thermal and non6

thermal plasmas have many features in common but thermal plasmas are used in more powerful
applications whereas non-thermal plasmas are used in more selective applications.
An interesting fact is that both thermal and non-thermal plasmas typically have the
highest temperature on the order of magnitude of 1 eV, which is about 10% of the total energy
required for ionization (about 10 eV). This reflects the rule proposed by Zeldovich and FrankKamenetsky for atoms and small molecules in chemical kinetics that “the temperature required
for a chemical process is typically about 10% of the total required energy, which is the Arrhenius
activation energy” (Fridman, 2008).
2.1.3 Fundamental Plasma Components
Each component of chemically active plasma plays a particular role in plasma-chemical
kinetics in the multi-component system. These components make a plasma highly reactive due
to the large concentrations of charged particles such as electrons, negative and positive ions,
excited atoms and molecules in which electronic and vibrational excitation make a major
contribution, active atoms and radicals, and UV photons (Fridman, 2008). The energy from the
electric field is first received by the electrons and then distributed between other components and
specific degrees of freedom. Altering parameters of the electron gas such as temperature,
electron energy distribution function or density permits control and optimization of plasmachemical processes.
Due to their high energy and their ability to suppress activation barriers of chemical
reactions, the charged heavy particles know as ions can make a significant contribution to
plasma-chemical kinetics.
A major contribution to plasma-chemical kinetics is the vibrational excitation of
molecules because the plasma electrons with energies of about 1 eV transfer most of the energy
to the gas. The highest values of energy efficiency can be reached through vibrational excitation.
Another type of excitation of atoms and molecules is electronic excitation and can play a
significant role when the lifetime of the excited particles is quite long.
7

Often, plasma is not only a multi-component but also a very non-equilibrium system.
The active species concentrations can surpass those of quasi-equilibrium systems by many orders
of magnitude at the same gas temperature.

When successfully controlled, plasma allows

chemical processes to be directed in the desired and optimized direction (Fridman & Kennedy,
2004).
In quasi-neutral plasmas the number densities of electrons and the positive ions are
usually equal; however, in electronegative gases such as

with high

electron affinity, negative ions also form. Energy is transmitted from the electrons in plasma
which acquire the energy from the electric fields to the other components because of their high
mobility.

The high energy then allows for ionization, excitation, dissociation, and other

processes. The rates of such processes depend on the number of electrons with sufficient energy
to proceed. The probability density for an electron to have energy
the electron energy distribution function (EEDF)
electron temperature

can be termed by means of

. The EEDF is mostly determined by the

and can be described by the quasi-equilibrium Maxwell-Boltzman

distribution function:
√

(1)

where k is the Botlzmann constant (k=1 when temperature is given in energy units). The mean
electron energy proportional to temperature in this case can be expressed as:
〈 〉

∫

(2)

In most plasmas, the mean electron energy is from 1 to 5 eV.
Both elastic and inelastic collisions occur in plasmas. In elastic collisions the internal
energies of colliding particles do not change and the total kinetic energy is conserved. In inelastic
collisions such as ionization, the energy transfers from the kinetic energy of colliding particles
into internal energy (Fridman A. , 2008).

8

2.2

Plasma-surface interactions
A large number of variables are present in plasmas and even today some parameters have

been established by trial and error development. This is why plasma modeling has gained
importance as a tool to reduce time and cost compared to experimentation. The understanding of
surface reactions is vital for the development of these new tools.
An important contribution of plasma in material’s processing has been in etching
processes.

Early studies by IBM greatly contributed to achieve highly directional etching

(Donnelly, Guha, & Stafford, 2011) Fundamental aspects of plasma were and continue to be
better understood while devices keep getting smaller such as in integrated circuits.

As

previously stated, an advantage of using plasma for etching is that a gas can be created which
contains highly reactive neutral species near room temperature. Although plasma etching has
been successful, the process is not easily controlled due to complexity of neutral radicals,
positive ions, and UV photons that interact simultaneously with the substrate’s surface.
According to Donnelly, Guha, and Stafford (Donnelly, Guha, & Stafford, 2011), there are
formations of radicals such as O, Cl, Br, H, F, and CF2 in plasmas due to primary fragmentation
of feed gasses, which include O2, Cl2, HBr, CHF3, and CF4. Atomic and molecular radicals are
produced predominately by electron impact and dissociative attachment reactions. The balance
between formation and loss reactions in the plasma determines the radical number densities.
Most of the important reactions in plasma etching take place on the walls of the chamber
or on the wafer due to diffusion becoming faster at lower pressure. Even when higher pressures
are used such as in plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition, association reactions for atoms
and small molecules are likely to be slow in the gas phase and are more probable to occur on a
surface. A potential drop is introduced in the plasma sheath, which is a thin region of net
positive charge near the boundaries of the plasma. This sheath accelerates positive ions towards
the walls (Helmer, 1998). Kota, Coburn, and Graves (Kota, Coburn, & Graves, 1998) report that
recombination reactions such as:
9

→

(3)

are important in determining the gas-phase concentrations in reactors and ultimately the scale
level. Ogryzlo (Ogryzlo, Surface recombination of chlorine and bromine atoms, 1961) studied
the recombination of atoms in halogens by using a flow tube method where the concentration of
atoms was measured at the inlet and outlet of the tube. Previous research also shows that
recombination coefficients usually increase as temperature increases.

Greaves and Linnet

(Greaves & Linnett, 1959) studied the recombination coefficient for oxygen atoms on silica and
reported that as temperature increased from 20

to 600

so did the recombination coefficient.

Donnely, Guha, and Stafford (Donnelly, Guha, & Stafford, 2011) consider the following simple
case of Cl atom recombination:
→

(4)

where the chlorine atoms adsorbed on the surface recombine to form Cl2 molecules. The Cl2
molecules then go back into the gas phase by desorption. The ratio of Cl converted to Cl2 at the
surface is usually called surface recombination coefficient ( ). Even though the reaction is a
second order process, first order kinetics are then explained by the following two step
recombination mechanism:
→

(5)
→

where in equation (5), Cl is weakly bound on a surface site represented by

(6)
available to

recombine with Cl(g). Equation (6) involves adsorbed chlorine diffusing through the surface to
then recombine with

.

Recombination coefficients on different surfaces have been

previously studied but the values seem to differ broadly.
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Lee et al. (Lee,
Graves, Lieberman, &
Hess, 1994) studied the
gas-phase kinetics and
plasma chemistry of high
density

oxygen

discharges.
scheme

A kinetic

which

shows

each species involved in
the model is shown in
Figure

1

pressure
oxygen

for
high

a

low

density

Figure 1 - Kinetics flow sheet for a low pressure high density
oxygen discharge (Lee, Graves, Lieberman, & Hess, 1994)

discharge.

Arrows are drawn to explain formation and loss mechanisms of ions and neutrals. Molecular
oxygen (O2) is used as a feed gas going into the system. When the molecules collide with
electrons, they undergo electronic transitions and form O2+, O-, O and O*. According to Lee et
al., “the free radicals can ionize further to form O+ and the positive ions drift to the walls and are
recycled back to the plasma as neutrals on neutralization with electron on the wall surface”.
Recombination coefficients were not measured for this process since the ion bombardment
makes it extremely difficult to do so. The important point that can be gathered from Figure 1 is
that ultimately all reactions go to O. Coupling this finding with work cited below helps prove
that oxygen adsorbed on surface sites sets the rate determining step for plasma surface reactions,
where the oxygen adsorbs onto a site, diffuses until it recombines with another oxygen atom to
form an O2 molecule, and finally desorbs from the surface.
Wang et al. (Wang, Avila, Garcia, Bronson, & Varma, 2003), studied the surface
oxidation of an aluminide without the use of a plasma atmosphere. Ti-44Al-11Nb was studied at
room temperature and ultrahigh vacuum (66.6 to 80.0 nPa). The alloy was made by melting
11

titanium, aluminum, and niobium with 99.998 purity levels in an arc-melter with an argon
atmosphere. High purity oxygen was dosed onto the sample surface immediately after being
sputtered with argon ions. Langmuir (L), which is a product of time in seconds and pressure in
Torr, was used to measure the amount of oxygen on the cleaned surface and X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy was then used to detect the oxidation states of the elements on the surface. A
reaction sequence was proposed for the single, double and triple binding of oxygen with
aluminum is included in the discussion section of this thesis.
Kurunczi, Donnelly and Guha (Kurunczi, Guha, & Donnelly, Plasma-surface reactions at
a spinning wall, 2006) studied surface reactions and kinetics of oxygen in a plasma atmosphere
with a new approach called the spinning wall method. The method used a coated cylindrical
substrate that can be rotated at a rate of up to 200,000 rpm (was not taken above 35,000 rpm for
this experiment) which allowed a point on the surface to be exposed to a plasma. This approach
allowed the study of adsorption/desorption of oxygen on the surface of the substrate as soon as
150
In the discussion section of this thesis an analysis of the plasma-surface interactions is discussed
according to the effect of plasma on the surface reactions on the oxygen/Al oxide species.

12

Chapter 3: Computational Effort
The COMSOL Multiphysics (COMSOL) software was selected for this work to model
and solve coupled physics phenomena as opposed to conventional models of only one type of
physics. The models can be stationary or time-dependent, linear or non-linear with the inclusion
of a model builder in the graphical user interface (GUI), which provides a full overview of the
model. The COMSOL software was primarily used to simulate the transient temperature profile
within a packed bed.
3.1

Finite Element Analysis
COMSOL, like most computational software used in engineering, employs a finite

element analysis (FEA) numerical method to solve partial differential equations (PDE)
describing a system. The approach divides the system or domain into smaller sections termed
finite with their edges connecting the elements through points called nodes. The differential
equations are solved by polynomial functions with the boundary conditions in the problem
domain (Huebner, 2001).
The first step of the method is to discretize the continuum by dividing a domain into
smaller elements. The user can control the type, number and size of elements in a simulation.
The next step is to choose an interpolation function that can be a linear, quadratic or a cubic
polynomial depending on the number of nodes and unknowns at each node. Defining the
element conditions then sets matrix equations. A global equation for the entire system is then
defined by assembling the element properties.

Before solving the equations, boundary

conditions are set depending on transient of steady-state are the constraints.
3.2

Material Library
The optional material library available for COMSOL integrates thermal, mechanical, and

electrical properties mainly for solid materials although liquid and vapor phases are included
where applicable.

Material’s properties are usually described as a function of a variable,
13

generally temperature. These properties are based on the Material Property Database (MPDB)
from JAHM software.
3.3

Heat Transfer
The heat transfer module in COMSOL is based on the energy balance in a system, which

originates from conduction, convection, and radiation, as shown in Figure 2, but also latent heat,
Joule heating, heat sources, and heat sinks (COMSOL Multiphysics Reference Manual, 2013).
Fourier’s law of heat conduction is defined as:
(7)
where q is the heat transfer rate (W), k is the thermal conductivity of the material (W/m K), A is
the cross sectional area (m2) and T/ x is the temperature gradient with respect to x. The minus
sign on the right side of the equation represents heat transferring from the high temperature to the
low temperature.
Newton’s law of cooling explains convection by:
q=hA T

(8)
where h is the convection heat transfer
coefficient (W/m2 K) and

T is the

temperature difference between fluid
and surface (K).
Unlike conduction and
convection, radiation does not need a
medium to be transferred, as it can
also exist in a vacuum. Radiation is
the transfer of heat by in
electromagnetic waves. The heat
Figure 2 - Heat transfer in a packed bed system
containing a solid surrounded by a fluid
14

transfer equation used to account for
radiation is as follows;

q=
where,

)

is the Stephan-Boltzmann constant,

(9)

is the emissivity of the object, T1 is the

temperature of the object and T2 is the temperature of the surroundings.
The first law of thermodynamics, commonly referred to as the principle of conservation
of energy, is a fundamental law governing heat transfer. However, simulating internal energy,
U, continues to be difficult and the equation is then rewritten as a function of temperature, T,
leading to the following equation for heat transfer in fluids (COMSOL Multiphysics Reference
Manual, 2013):
(10)
where

is density (kg/m3), Cp is the heat capacity at constant pressure (J/(kg K)), T is the

absolute temperature (K), t is time (s), k is thermal conductivity (W/(m K)), and Q contains heat
sources other than viscous heating (W/m3).
3.4

Plasma
The plasma module is a specialized tool for modeling non-equilibrium discharges which

occur in a wide range of disciplines and is able to execute simulations in all three space
dimensions, 1D, 2D, and 3D though in the plasma modeling community it is uncommon to see
3D modeling. There is a high degree of non-linearity in plasma systems due to their nature.
Reaction engineering, statistical physics, fluid mechanics, physical kinetics, heat transfer, mass
transfer, and electromagnetics all contribute to the complexity of plasma making it a true
multiphysics problem which calls for coupling of different physics (COMSOL Multiphysics
Reference Manual, 2013).
3.4.1 Heavy Species Transport
The heavy species transport interface is branched under plasma and when selected, adds
electron impact regions, gas phase regions, and species and surface reactions to plasma models
for non-electron species (referred to as “heavy species”) (COMSOL Multiphysics Reference
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Manual, 2013). A suitable transport equation is needed to model neutral and excited species in a
plasma. Dissociation of molecular gases can occur into stable neutral fragments by electron
impact dissociation and the sum of all species must equal one to satisfy the principle of
conservation of mass. Since there can be an vast number of species in a plasma, boundary
conditions such as inlet, outflow, flux and symmetry can be assigned to simplify and order the
process of assigning boundary conditions to a model. To enter a valid species in a reaction
formula, the only signs that are valid are “+” and “-” since they are used for ions and are added
after the species name. For example, an oxygen atom with two charges is represented as O++,
molecular oxygen with a single positive charge is written as O2+, and two oxygen atoms each
with a single charge are represented as 2O+.

When

defining a species name, the first character should be a
letter

to

prevent

confusion

with

stoichiometric

coefficients that are added later on the reaction formula.
3.5

Heat Transfer Simulations
The simulation of heating a packed bed of B4C

particles was the first part of this work. Boron carbide
powder heated to 1700
average size of 10
10

contains particles with an

Figure 3 - B4C packed bed
represented as spheres.

, and pores that can vary from 1 to

. Replicating the irregular morphology of the B4C

powder for modeling would have increased the
computing time needed to solve the simulations, so even
though it was a big jump, spheres were chosen to
represent the packed bed geometry shown in Figure 3.
Initially, placement of the spheres proved challenging,
the software would indicate the boundaries were
intersecting each other and would fail to create a valid
16

Figure 4 - One sixth of B4C
packed bed

mesh.

COMSOL has a CAD feature in the

graphical user interface (GUI) which facilitates
creating a model, though difficult with building
complex geometries. Different approaches were
tried to have a closely-packed packed bed. Since
the model is represented by a symmetrical
cylinder, as can be seen on Figure 5 only half of
the geometry was modeled in order to use less
computing

memory,

and

even

a

model

Figure 5 - Initial B4C packed bed
heat transfer simulation.

representing only one sixth of the geometry was
modeled as shown in Figure 4.

However, modeling so many spheres proved to increase

significantly the computing time. It was not certain the model accounted for losses with the new
configuration, so a traditional full geometry was brought back. To ensure that the spheres were
touching each-other without intersecting; spheres were placed by creating one row of spheres
with the coordinates of each sphere’s center. Then, the row was duplicated and placed at an
angle which varied depending on the number of rows needed as shown in Figure 6. Figures 7
and 8 show the initial studies of the effect of
heat transfer on the packed bed.

The

simplified model was used to test the
capabilities of COMSOL and to learn the new
software.

Conduction and convection were

included in the model, where the outside
cylinder represents a graphite crucible being
heated at the walls as an initial condition. An
experimental equivalent for the system heated
instantly was configured with a crucible

Figure 6 - Addition of B4C spheres to
geometry.

containing a boron carbide powder inside a
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graphite crucible inside an induction furnace. The current passing through a coil would create an
electromagnetic field, where the electromagnetic waves would instantly heat up the specimen
upon contact.
Modeling the heating of a packed bed of B4C particles within a MoSi2 furnace at 1700
was then performed. An alumina cylindrical wall was assumed inside a furnace and a graphite
cylindrical crucible containing the packed bed was placed inside the alumina cylinder. The inner
alumina cylinder wall with a temperature of 1700

radiated the heat onto the graphite crucible

enclosing the B4C spheres to identify the time needed for the packed bed to reach steady-state
condition.

Figure 7 - Temperature distribution of
B4C contained in a graphite crucible after
100 s.

Figure 8 - Temperature distribution of
B4C contained in a graphite crucible after
2650 s.

A second model was then created to account for all three types of heat transfer,
conduction, convection and radiation since the previous model was not completely coupled with
radiation. Figure 9 represents a B4C packed bed within a MoSi2 furnace as well. The packed bed
was mimicked in COMSOL by using spheres to represent the B4C particles.

The new

configuration includes more spheres than in the past model. A graphite cylindrical wall was
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located inside a furnace with a temperature of 1700

was assumed and then the packed bed

immediately placed inside the graphite cylinder.
The next step was to simulate the
temperature profile as hafnium and
zirconium metals melt and react with
boron carbide shown in Figure 10. The
model included radiation in participating
media with the addition of surface to
surface radiation.

A graphite cylinder

held boron carbide spheres while a Hf
disc was placed on top. The crucible
was modeled as a cylinder with 3 cm
outer diameter and 2.6 cm inner

Figure 9 - 3-Dimensional view of spheres
mimicking B4C packed bed.

diameter. The B4C particles were represented by 0.2 cm diameter spheres. The Hf cylinder had a
diameter of 0.4 cm represented by a total of 254 spheres with two layers of boron carbide. At
time zero, the entire geometry was set to 25

with the exception of the outer crucible walls
which were set to 2231

in order to

calculate the time needed to reach a
linearized temperature profile across a
packed bed. After the temperature of
the hafnium disc reached 2231 , a
300

spike simulating an exothermic

reaction between molten Hf and the
B4C

was

modeled.

A

second

simulation was performed with the
Figure 10 - Configuration of a Hf or Zr metal
disc on B4C spheres used to simulate the heat
transfer of liquid alloy on a B4C packed bed.
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same model, only this time, a Zr disk
replaced Hf.

The system containing

Zirconium used the melting temperature of Zr of 1855

as a boundary condition on the outer

crucible wall until equilibrium was reached. Then, the metal melted and created the temperature
spike in the middle of the packed bed releasing heat. The temperature profiles of the B4C, Zr, and
Hf will be shown in the Results section of the thesis, as well as the temperature profiles at the
centerline to show the time needed to achieve steady-state condition for heat transfer.
3.6

Chemical Reaction
A

model

for

oxidation was developed
following

the

reactor

with an injection needle
model

in

COMSOL.

The model represented a
reaction

between

two

reactants, liquid Ti (A)
entering
horizontal

through
tube

Figure 11 -- The concentration of TiO2, the product, after Ti
a reacts with O2.

and

gaseous O2 (B) injected via vertical tube, as shown in Figure 11. Partial mixing was observed in
the main channel before flowing through a packed bed, which produced a third species, TiO2 (C).
Temperature was set as a global parameter of 1700 . The reaction rate was then defined as:
(11)
where A=0.980

, E=14145

, R=8.314 (kJ/(kmol-K), universal gas constant), and

T=1700 . The parameters were acquired by using the Gibbs free energy of reaction for the
Ti/TiO2 equilibrium.
The flow through the main tube was modeled with the Navier-Stokes equations and the
packed bed domain included the Brinkman equation, an extension of the Navier-Stokes
equations. To use the Brinkman equation, the porosity of 30% and permeability of 1.9x10-9 m2
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for the packed bed were assumed. The mass transport properties were defined through diffusion
and convection with chemical reaction kinetics. A reaction node was used to account for the
consumption of Ti and O2 and the production of TiO2 by using the reaction rate variable defined
earlier with the concentrations of Ti and O2. Concentrations for each reactant species were
defined in the inflow nodes as well as diffusivity, which were defined in the transport properties
node.
A hybridized mesh, which can use different elements, was best suited for simulations that
included fluid flow and mass transport. In this simulation, a boundary layer mesh was used to
resolve the field close to the walls, and a free tetrahedral mesh was used to solve the field
elsewhere over the 10 millimeters of the reactor.
3.7

Development of adsorption/desorption equation
Wang et al. (Wang, Avila, Garcia, Bronson, & Varma, 2003) studied the oxidation of a

TiAlNb intermetallic which involved dissociative adsorption of oxygen similar to the gas-metal
reactions of metals reviewed by Grabke and Horz (Grabke & Horz, 1977) and to initial oxidation
of nickel by Hudson and Holloway (Holloway & Hudson, 1974) and Mitchell, Sewell and Cohen
(Mitchell, Sewell, & Cohen, 1977).

As reported by Want et al., their development is

summarized here, the adsorption of oxygen on Ti aluminide was proposed through the following
reaction sequence:
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
The sequence above incorporates dissociative adsorption of oxygen where the O2 initially
dissociates when adsorbed onto two surface sites V and AlO3 is formed when the adsorbed
oxygen Oad reacts with Al, AlO, and AlO2 consecutively.
The reaction rates (ri) for these reactions are:
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(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
where ki is the forward rate constant,

is the backward rate constant,

is the oxygen partial

pressure, Ci the concentration of each species, and aAl the activity of aluminum on the TiAlNb
intermetallic’s surface.

Equation (12) is the rate determining step of oxygen adsorption, and the steady-state
condition for the adsorbed oxygen and its consumption is:
(21)
The series parallel reactions for the single, double and triple binding of oxygen with
aluminum is included in the consumption, resulting in:
(22)
Solving equation (22) for V results in:
(23)
Substituting equation (23) into equation (16) (rate of formation of Oad) the rate equation
develops:
(24)
where S is surface area, and

.

Integrating from the initial adsorbed oxygen (

) to the final adsorbed oxygen (

), the rate

equation for adsorbed oxygen becomes:
[

(25)

]
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The foregoing equation indicates that the adsorption, as well as desorption, follows simply from
the ratio of final to initial adsorption concentration according to the exponential of time. The
application of Eq. 23 with interpretation is explained in the Discussion section. The ratio of the
rate of oxygen adsorption to the rate of AlO3 formation can then be acquired to determine the
concentration with respect to the oxygen potential

:

(26)

For reactions (13)-(14) which achieve equilibrium,

at steady state, making

equation (26) become:
[

The AlO3 concentration (

]

(27)

) with respect to Langmuir is acquired by combining equation (25)

and equation (27):
(28)
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Chapter 4: Results
A B4C packed bed contained in a graphite crucible was simulated placed inside a graphite
MoSi2 furnace as shown in Figure 8. The temperature distribution after 100 s is depicted in
Figure 7. It took approximately 2460 s for the B4C to reach 1700

though the spheres located in

the interior were cooler. The temperature along the centerline lagged the outer wall. The
radiative heat transfer should be considerably greater than the convective heat transfer at 1700 .
Still, it had to be ensured that the radiative/convective ratio was accurate on next simulations.
The contribution of radiation at temperatures greater than 1000

was expected to significantly

increase, because of the obvious T4 term found in radiative heat transfer. Further examination
was needed to correct the lack of coupling with radiative heat transfer, as well as an incremental
temperature jump expected if a plasma atmosphere addition was made.
The next simulation represented
in Figure 12, contained a greater
number of spheres in 3D and assumed a
graphite cylindrical crucible inside a
furnace with a temperature of 1700 .
After an hour and a half (or 500 s), the
B4C particles located at the walls had
reached 1700

though the interior

spheres

cooler.

were

Within

approximately an hour and a half, the
centerline showed that the temperature
reached a plateau of 1700 .

Figure 12 - Top view of sphere configuration to
simulate a packed bed.

These

simulations appeared to model the heat transfer better, but the COMSOL software curiously
expanded the temperature distribution. The contribution of radiation at temperatures greater than
1000

were expected to significantly increase, because of the temperature term elevated to the
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fourth power found in radiative heat
transfer.

The model replicated a

packed bed better than the first
simulations but, because the number of
spheres was increased, the number of
elements also increased which made
the

computing

time

increase

exponentially.
Using a point evaluation, the
temperature distribution was obtained
at the centers of all the B4C spheres in

Figure 13 - Temperature profile along centerline
of simulated B4C packed bed.

Figures 10 and 13. The plots exhibit
the temperature from sphere to sphere in one minute increments. At starting times, a parabolic
behavior can be seen since the temperature difference is greater.

The temperature profile

linearizes as time progresses in approximately 900s.
For the system
containing Hf,
equilibrium
was reached at
2231

at

which the Hf
disc melted and
reacted
exothermically
with the B4C.
Figure 14 - Temperature profile acquired from heating a B4C packed
bed with a wall temperature of 2200 and a Hf disc spiking
instantaneously in temperature of 200
25

A temperature
increase can be

seen from the plot in the center where the hafnium was in contact with the boron carbide. The
heat then propagated outwards and the rest of the spheres were heated.
The
system containing
Zr

behaved
similarly,

reaching a plateau
at 1855

before

melting the metal
and creating the
temperature spike
Figure 15 - Temperature profile acquired from heating a B4C packed
bed with a wall temperature of 1855 and a Zr disk spiking
instantaneously in temperature of 200 .

in the middle. In
both
heating

systems,
was

caused by the crucible walls before reaching temperature plateau since they were at a higher
temperature than the rest of the geometry.
After attaining the melting temperature, the metal placed on top of the B4C melted and
reacted releasing heat. At this point, the heating was due to the metal and not the walls which
increased

the

temperature in the
middle.

The

temperature spike for
Zr or Hf caused a
sharp

temperature

gradient

within

approximately

0.3 Figure 16 -- The velocity profile determined from the Navier-Stokes
equations.
cm, which could be
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significant

in

controlling

the

precipitation

of

boride or carbide
phases

during

processing.
However,

smaller

spheres should be Figure 17 -- The pressure gradients resulting from the Navier-Stokes
equations.
further developed
as well as to mimic the actual irregular morphology of the B4C particles.
For the chemical reaction modeling of Ti and O2 reacting to form TiO2, plots for velocity
(Figure 16), pressure (Figure 17), and species concentrations were obtained as well as schematic
indicating the rate at which TiO2 forms, as shown again in Figure 11. For future work, ensuring
the model was consistent with
known

Ti

oxidation,

surface-plasma
could

be

the

interactions
analyzed

to

determine whether an oxygen
plasma or a CO plasma would
cause the surface temperature
on

the

carbide

to

differ

significantly at temperatures
greater than 1700 .

The

oxygen may react differently
with

the

carbide

if

an

exothermic reaction occurs.
A

significant

temperature

Figure 18 - Relative concentrations of total Al, Ti, and
Nb as a function of oxygen exposure (Wang, Avila,
Garcia, Bronson, & Varma, 2003)
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spike on the surface with the presence of a plasma atmosphere is expected.
4.1

Plasma-Surface Reactions
Wang et al. (Wang, Avila, Garcia, Bronson, & Varma, 2003) studied oxidation of Al, Ti

and Nb by exposing a Ti-44Al-11Nb alloy to oxygen and measured the oxidation with the use of
XPS. From Figure 18 it can be seen that the total Al content on the surface increased while both
Ti and Nb decreased slightly due to the Al oxide layer diluting Ti and Nb contents. The slope of
2/3 of the Al oxidation line follows the kinetic rates of oxygen adsorption per AlO3 formation
(rad/rAlO3) confirming that the rate determining step is set by equation (11). Equations (11) – (14)
follow the oxidation of Al which ultimately forms Al2O3 since oxidation of aluminum occurs in
clusters. First an aluminum atom bonds with oxygen to yield AlO, then, another oxygen atom
can interact with the AlO to form AlO2 and successively like this until Al2O3 is finally formed.
The Ellingham diagram shows aluminum oxide further down than titanium oxide and niobium
oxide, confirming the results obtained by Wang et al., the aluminum would pull the oxygen from
the other two oxides which is why the oxidizing trends for titanium and niobium do not continue
increasing and even decrease slightly.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
The temperature profile of boron carbide contained in a graphite crucible was modeled.
Spheres were used to model a B4C packed bed for simplification. At time zero, the entire
geometry was set to 25

with the exception of the outer crucible walls which were set to 2231

in order to calculate the time needed to reach a linearized temperature profile across a packed
bed.

As can be seen in Figure 14, the temperature increased with respect to time until

equilibrium was reached.
Conductive and convective heat transfer lead the heat transfer in the B4C packed bed
initially until a temperature of 1000

was reached, then radiation took over and was the leading

heat transfer method because of the temperature term to the fourth power (T4). This can be seen
from Figures 14 and 15, where the temperature profiles measured along the centers of all B4C
spheres in Figure 10, show a parabolic behavior at initial times for both simulations with Zr and
Hf. The temperature profiles then linearized as time progressed in approximately 900s. The
simulations were done by placing a Hf or Zr disc on top of the packed bed; if the discs were
replaced by Hf or Zr gas passing within the pores of the packed bed, heat would be transferred
now by convection instead of conduction, the gas would cover more surface area which would in
turn increase the surface reactions and increase the heat transfer rate even more depending on
internal energy. An energy balance would then determine the amount of heat that would be
released as an exothermic reaction, minimizing Gibbs free energy. The packed bed in the
simulations was defined as B4C, if it were replaced by SiC, TiC, HfC, ZrC, Al4C3, ZrB2, HfB2 or
SmB4, the thermal conductivity of each material would determine the temperature profile of the
packed bed at initial heating, as the temperature increases though, the thermal conductivity
would not have a significant role in the temperature profile since radiation would be the method
of heat transfer. The transient temperature simulations determined that a graphite crucible
containing B4C spherical particles heated from 298 to 2128 K and 2504 K occurred in about 900
s. This resulted because Hf and Zr have similar heat transfer coefficients and because, as stated
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above, radiation is the main method of heat transfer for temperatures north of 1000

and the

thermal conductivity coefficient does not play a major role. Even though the system with Hf was
heated to a higher temperature, it took about the same time for both systems to reach steadystate. A parabolic behavior was seen at starting times since the temperature difference was
greater. As time progressed, the temperature gradient became linear until reaching steady-state.
The temperature spike for both Zr and Hf caused a sharp temperature gradient within
approximately 0.3 cm, which could be significant in controlling the precipitation of phases (i.e.,
boride or carbide) during processing.
Wang et.al (Wang, Avila, Garcia, Bronson, & Varma, 2003) studied non-plasma in situ
surface oxidation of polycrystalline Ti-44Al-11Nb. After the aluminide surface had been oxygen
dosed, the metallic states and oxidized states, were detected by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS). The concentration of oxidized species was studied; it was determined that aluminum
oxidized first, followed by titanium, and then niobium. The following reaction sequence model
was proposed:
(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)
which incorporates the rate-determining step of a dissociative adsorption of oxygen and was
found to be consistent with the initial oxidation rate of the Ti-44Al-11Nb intermetallic.
Many parameters can dictate how a plasma will behave, the ratio of electric field E to pressure p,
determines the temperature of the plasma species. Plasma can then be divided into two types,
high pressure plasma and low pressure plasma. Figure 19 plots temperature versus pressure
where Te represents electron temperature and Tg temperature of non-electron (heavy) species in a
plasma.

The left side of the plot represents the non-equilibrium region where there is a

difference in temperature between the electron temperature and the heavy species temperature.
In the pressure evacuation region, the temperature of the electrons is much higher than the
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temperature of the surface.
Local
Equilibrium
Region

The

plasma’s

local

equilibrium region can be
seen on the right side of

Non-equilibrium
Region

Figure 19 for atmospheric
pressures and higher, where
the surface temperature and
electron temperature are in
equilibrium.
Figure 19 - Plasma Temperatures-Pressures (Boulos,
Fauchais, & Pfender, 1994).

This region

would have a small ratio of
E/p

meeting

a

basic

requirement for local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) in plasma.
Kurunczi, Guha, and Donnelly (Kurunczi, Guha, & Donnelly, 2005)used a “spinning
wall” technique to study the recombination of oxygen atoms on an anodized aluminum surface in
an oxygen plasma atmosphere. This method used a rotating cylindrical wall of a plasma reactor
to expose the surface to oxygen plasma and then to a differentially pumped mass spectrometer
(MS) and later characterized by Auger electron spectroscopy. Desorption of O2 was reported
and the only plausible explanation according to Kurunczi, Guha, and Donnelly is the
recombination of O atoms. Measurements of O2 adsorption versus rotation frequency at a
constant pressure of 1.25 mTorr were plotted as functions of power in W and are presented in
Figure 20. Figure 21 shows a logarithmic representation of desorbing O2 versus reaction time as
a function of power for 1.25 mTorr. In the model created, it is assumed that adsorption of
oxygen happens at surface sites, then oxygen detaches from these sites and becomes mobile,
diffusing after along the surface to react with adsorbed oxygen which leads to recombination and
desorption of O2.
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As previously stated, a
mass spectrometer was used and
large increases in signal were
observed at selected m/e values
with the plasma on due to species
desorbing from the substrate
surface when it had rotated from
the plasma to the position facing
the MS. After reviewing results,
it was concluded that the only
product

desorbing

from

the

anodized Al walls was O2 that
resulted

from

heterogeneous

Figure 20 - Adsorption of O2 vs the substrate
rotation frequency for a 1.25 mTorr O2 plasma as a
function of power (Kurunczi, Guha & Donnelly
2005).

recombination of oxygen.
The results presented by
Kurunczi, Guha, and Donnelly
(Kurunczi, Guha, & Donnelly,
2005)

were

interpreted

differently and adsorption, as
well as desorption of oxygen
plot were reproduced as a
function of oxygen potential
(pO2). Figure 22 was made by
combining Figure 20 and Figure
Figure 21 - Desorption of O2 vs reaction time for a 1.25
mTorr O2 plasma, as a function of power (Kurunczi,
desorption of O2 as an ln ratio of Guha, & Donnelly, 2005)
21 to show adsorption and

final

to

initial

oxygen
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concentration with respect to power.
The graph shows adsorption and
desorption mirroring each other, as
adsorption

increases,

desorption

decreases.
Guha

et

al.

(Guha,

Kurunczi, Stafford, Donnellhy, &
Pu,

2008)

observed

the

recombination of oxygen atoms on
Figure 22 - Adsorption and Desorption of O2 as a
function of Power as from (Kurunczi, Guha, &
Donnelly, Recombinatoin reactions of oxygen atoms
on an anodized aluminum plasma reactor wall,
studied by a spinning wall metho, 2005)

an anodized aluminum surface at
room temperature in a plasma
atmosphere also with the spinning
wall method mentioned earlier. The

results show that decaying desorption flux continue to drop with time. After a short time, a fast
rate of desorption exists which indicates that a majority of surface sites have low binding energy.
Figure 23 was obtained, showing desorption flux of O2 formed by O atoms recombining as a
function of reaction time at different oxygen
partial pressures in the feed gas mixture of an
O2/Ar plasma at 5 mTorr and 600 W.
Lee et al. (Lee, Graves, Lieberman, &
Hess, 1994) proposed a kinetics flow sheet for
low pressure high density oxygen discharge
plasma (Figure 1). The flow sheet showed the
species involved in an oxygen plasma with
arrows

representing

formation

and

mechanisms for ions and neutrals.

Figure 23 - Net desorption flux of O2 aoms
formed by recombined O-atoms as a
function of time at different pO2 in an
O2/Ar plasma (Guha, Kurunczi, Stafford,
Donnellhy, & Pu, 2008).

loss
When

molecular oxygen (O2) collides with electrons,
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the molecules can form O2+, O-, O and O*
species. Lee et al. suggested that the free
radicals can ionize further to form O+
which would drift to the walls and recycle
back

to

the

plasma

as

neutrals,

neutralizing with electrons on the wall
surface. This species is called Og, which
is the term used later by Kurunczi, Guha
and

Donelly

(Kurunczi,

Guha,

&

Donnelly, Plasma-surface reactions at a
spinning wall, 2006) to report a rate
determining step included below.

Figure 24 - Flux of O2 Desorption with a
600W Ar/O2 plasma of 5 mTorr total as
per data from (Guha, Kurunczi,
Stafford, Donnellhy, & Pu, 2008).

Kurunczi, Guha and Donnelly
(Kurunczi, Guha, & Donnelly, Plasma-surface reactions at a spinning wall, 2006) reported
studying surface reaction and kinetics at moderately high pressures (<10 Torr). The “spinning
wall” technique previously stated was used to study oxygen plasma reactions on anodized
aluminum and the recombination of O and desorption of O2 on anodized Al. The responsibility
of O2+ and O+ was discarded for the formation and desorption of O2. The following reactions
were explained to show O atoms adsorbing at vacant surface sites from O2 plasma by a
Langmuir-Hinshelwood process, and recombining in a second-order reaction:
(33)
(34)
Cartry et al. (Cartry, Magne, & Cernogora, 2000) and Kim and Boudart (Kim & Boudart,
1991) reported similar models for O recombination on silica, stating that mobile O diffuses from
site to site and recombines or desorbs. The key reaction is still the adsorption of oxygen which is
the rate determining step. Coupling this rate determining step with the surface temperature
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distribution on the carbide substrate, the O2 within the gas will react with the carbon atoms to
ultimately form CO.
(35)
(36)
At temperatures greater than 973 K, the CO generated may equilibrate with the carbon or
carbide but CO gas may also react to form CO2(g). However, it is anticipated that the ratedetermining step controlling the reaction sequence will be reaction (12).
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
The transient surface temperature of particles within a packed bed was simulated to
enable ultimately the prediction of plasma-surface reactions at ultrahigh temperatures. The
motivation for the present study was along two fronts – the reactive infusion of liquid alloys at
ultrahigh temperatures to process metal matrix or ceramic matrix composites and the plasma
processing of materials to spike the surface temperatures to enable the formation of protective
oxidizing scales on ultrahigh ceramic composites.

The transient temperature simulations

determined that a graphite crucible containing B4C spherical particles heated from 298 to 2128 K
occurred in 840 s. After placing a Hf disk on top of the packed bed, a thermal steady-state
condition was reached in 900 s when the disk attained 2231 . With a Zr disc replacing Hf, a
thermal steady-state condition was reached in 900 s attaining 1855 . This resulted because Hf
and Zr have similar heat transfer coefficients and because above 1000 , radiation is the main
method of heat transfer. Even though the system with Hf was heated to a higher temperature, it
took about the same time for both systems to reach steady-state. A parabolic behavior was seen
at starting times since the temperature difference was greater.

As time progressed, the

temperature gradient became linear until reaching steady-state. The temperature spike for both
Zr and Hf caused a sharp temperature gradient within approximately 0.3 cm, which could be
significant in controlling the precipitation of phases (i.e., boride or carbide) during processing.
The oxidation of Ti particles to rutile within a packed bed were also studied at a constant
temperature of 1700 , the concentration of Ti and TiO2 species were plotted. processing
temperature may cause a significant temperature gradient along the cross-section of the bed
depending on its content of reactive metals, the effects of temperature however, should be
simulated in future work. The oxidation might spike the temperature of the bed indicating that
the processing temperature may cause a significant temperature gradient along the cross-section
of the bed depending on its content of reactive metals.
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The oxygen potential affects the plasma-surface reactions appear, as expected, though the
adsorption and desorption of oxygen becomes more difficult to assess with decreasing oxygen
atmospheres. Oxygen feed gas can undergo electronic transitions when colliding with electrons
and form O2+, O-, O and O*. Positive ions drift to the walls becoming adsorbed, then diffuse
through the surface, then recombine with other adsorbed oxygen to form O2 molecules which
desorb back to the feed gas. Ions can adsorb on to the walls of the substrate, combine with
electrons on the wall surface and become neutral. All oxygen species eventually go to O species.
The recombination of oxygen is considered a second order reaction. The error in predictability
with decreasing oxygen partial pressures less than 10-6 atm may become problematic, because
plasma-surface reactions may occur at oxygen potentials less than 10-20 atm when processing
elements from the Ti or rare earth metals family. The power used to generate the plasma
atmosphere influences the adsorption and desorption of oxygen occurring on surfaces. The
adsorption and desorption of the oxygen depends on a rate-determining step involving surface
sites within a plasma atmosphere as similarly obtained for oxygen interacting with surfaces
without a plasma atmosphere.
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